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FLSA STATUS: 
Exempt 
POSITION RATING:   
871 
CLASS SUMMARY:   
The Teacher is responsible for developing, implementing, and evaluating lesson plans, instructional 
materials, and learning objectives in a classroom setting while maintaining and managing student 
engagement and behavior and ensuring adherence to current curriculum requirements.  Incumbents are 
also responsible for communicating on a regular basis with colleagues, parents, and students regarding 
curricular, academic, and/or behavioral issues. 

 
TYPICAL CLASS ESSENTIAL DUTIES: (These duties are a representative sample; position 
assignments may vary.) 
 

FRE-
QUENCY 

 
1. Develops, implements, and evaluates learning objectives and lesson planning that 

meets the needs, interests, and abilities of students, which includes: selecting and 
creating learning materials; preparing and evaluating lesson plans; identifying and 
utilizing specialized resources; evaluating course, teaching methods, instructional 
materials, and related items; implementing established curriculum goals and 
objectives; adapting materials and curriculum to meet the needs of special populations 
requiring modifications; and, performing other related activities. 
 

Daily 
60% 

2. Monitors and assesses student progress and competency mastery, which includes: 
identifying appropriate assessment methods; developing and administering tests to 
evaluate student learning; grading assigned student work; recording and reporting 
student grades and achievement; collecting and analyzing student achievement data; 
and/or, performing other related activities. 
 

Daily 
25% 

3. Manages student behavior, ensuring a classroom environment that is conducive to 
learning and appropriate to the maturity and interests of students, which includes: 
developing and implementing classroom rules of behavior and applicable disciplinary 
procedures; assisting in the administration of applicable policies and rules governing 
student behavior; monitoring student attendance; and, performing other related 
activities. 
 

Daily 
5% 

4. Maintains compliance with applicable local, state, and federal laws, rules, and 
regulations. 
 

Daily 
5% 

5. Participates in a variety of meetings, which may include: parent conferences, special 
education briefings and meetings, staff and/or committee meetings, staff development 
sessions, and/or other related meetings. 
 

Weekly 
5% 

6. Performs other duties of a similar nature or level. 
 

As Required 
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TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE (positions in this class typically require): 
 Bachelor’s Degree in Education and/or specialized content area; or,  
 an equivalent combination of education and experience sufficient to successfully perform the essential 

duties of the job such as those listed above. 
 
LICENSING REQUIREMENTS (positions in this class typically require): 
 Valid State of Minnesota Teaching License in applicable content area(s) 
 
KNOWLEDGE (position requirements at entry): 
 Content area; 
 Curriculum content; 
 Student assessment methods; 
 Classroom management principles and practices; 
 Differentiated instructional methods and practices; 
 Instructional methods. 
 
SKILLS (position requirements at entry): 
 Operating a computer and using applicable software applications; 
 Developing, implementing, and evaluating lessons; 
 Assessing student achievement and learning; 
 Identifying and utilizing applicable specialized resources; 
 Managing classroom behavior; 
 Developing assessment materials; 
 Modifying lesson plans for specialized populations; 
 Maintaining applicable student records; 
 Communication, interpersonal skills as applied to interaction with coworkers, supervisor, the general 

public, etc. sufficient to exchange or convey information and to receive work direction. 
 
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:  
 Positions in this class typically require:  fingering, talking, hearing, seeing and repetitive motions. 
 Light Work: Exerting up to 20 pounds of force occasionally, and/or up to 10 pounds of force frequently, 

and/or negligible amount of force constantly to move objects.  If the use of arm and/or leg controls 
requires exertion of forces greater than that for Sedentary Work and the worker sits most of the time, the 
job is rated for Light Work. 

 Incumbents may be subjected to fumes, gases, chemicals, and blood and other bodily fluids. 
 
NOTE:   
The above job description is intended to represent only the key areas of responsibilities; specific position 
assignments will vary depending on the business needs of the department. 
 
CLASSIFICATION HISTORY:  
Approved by the School Board on 05/23/11 
 

 
 
 
 


